
The Show You Know Show 
on Zoom. 

Watch your children show they know. 
Children are studying and learning math facts on their own!

Hello Teachers,

When children know their parents are paying attention, they practice more, and with more effort.
That’s what The Show You Know Show is all about.
Children and parents are the stars of the show.  
Children practice all week.  Parents watch, cheer, and celebrate.
The show takes less than five minutes a week.

A very short to-do list. 
1) Send parents the study guide, Instructional Learning Cards, and the note to parents.*
• You can include your students from last year, and your students for next year.
2) Host to show yourself, or contact Mitch and he will host the show.
• Write to Mitch:  MitchellMarkTeacher@gmail.com.

To prepare for The Show You Know Show, children:
1) Complete three goals and post their Progress Chart on the fridge.
2) Practice with Instructional Learning Cards for five minutes a day, and record their times on their chart.

On the show, children use their cards, a timed test, or an app to show you they know their facts.
See What to Expect on the Show.  It’s on page five on the study guide.

* Get more info, study guides, and free Instructional Learning Cards at studysmart.com.

Questions or comments?
Write to Mitch:  MitchellMarkTeacher@gmail.com.

You can also text or call him (831) 239-1167
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The Show You Know Show 
on Zoom. 

Watch your children show they know. 
Children are studying and learning math facts on their own!

The Show You Know Format 

Before the show. 
The host plays a video.  Facts are presented, followed by a three-second pause.  Then the answer appears.

Introduction 
The host welcomes families.  Option: Show a video.*

Focus 
The host leads children through three, slow, focusing breaths.

60 Seconds to Show You Know 
Children show their parents they know the facts, using a timed test, flashcards, or an app.

Teacher comments 
Teachers comment on things they observed, like exceptional focus, or reacting well to a miss.

Name that Fact 
The host randomly chooses a child and provides a clue. 
Example:  February  
Answer:  4 x 7 = 28
If correct, the child rolls the Yahtzee dice (from a web site).  If they get Yahtzee they win a prize.

Optional Video* 

Closing 
The host wishes everyone well and encourages them to practice.

* These videos can be children showing they know, offering a study tip, or explaining their Instructional 
Learning Card.  They can be kids in your class, or from a library of videos soon to be on our site.

Our goal is to keep the show entertaining and under five minutes.
We want children excited to set goals, and show they can reach them.
We want parents willing to watch their children perform for a couple of minutes a week.
When children know parents are paying attention, they practice more, and with more effort. 



The Show You Know Show 
on Zoom. 

Watch your children show they know. 
Children are studying and learning math facts on their own!

Hello Parents,

To prepare for The Show You Know Show, children:
1) Complete three goals and post their Progress Chart on the fridge.
2) Practice with Instructional Learning Cards for five minutes a day, and record their times on their chart.

On the show, children use their cards, a timed test, or an app to show you they know their facts.
This takes 60 seconds once a week.  It can make al big difference.
When children know their parents are paying attention, they practice more, and with more effort. 

A very short to-do list. 
1) Take a look at your child’s Progress Chart.  Add a celebration.  A celebration adds fun and motivation.  
This can anything from a special dessert, staying up a little bit later, or more screen time.
2) Tune in for three minutes once a week.

The next Show You Know Show:   Date:_______________ Time: _______________

Get more info and print free Instructional Learning Cards at studysmart.com.


